
 
"Our guests feel comfortable - this is our aspiration!" 

 
 
The Hotel Rothof is located in the beautiful east of Munich, more precisely in 

Bogenhausen. Four stars adorn the hotel, which has been combining sport and 

relaxation for more than 25 years. Situated right next to the hotel is one of the most 

famous sports facilities in the city, the Sport Rothof, which guests are free to use. 

 

For more relaxing hours, Hotel Rothof itself offers a gorgeous garden with large 

patio. Start into the day with an extensive feel-good breakfast or conclude the day 

with an excellent glass of wine. If you prefer to enjoy some time to yourself, you 

alternatively retreat to the room's own balcony. 

 

The Hotel director has one thing at heart: her guests should feel comfortable. For 

this reason, she attaches great importance to the perfect, stylish furnishing, as this 

represents the first impression for the guests. In order to meet this requirement, she 

took her time for the choice of outdoor furniture and ultimately made a conscious 

decision in favor of MBM furniture, a manufacturer situated close-by. 

 

The MBM company is specialist in outdoor furniture and has long been known in the 

hotel sector, where high-quality designer furniture is in demand. For all of its 

furniture, MBM uses materials that are weather-resistant over the long term and 

stand out thanks to completely robust properties. Especially in city hotels, which are 

in full operation almost all year round, MBM convinces with its long lasting quality. 

 

Hotel Rothof has designed large parts of its outdoor area with MBM furniture. The 

terrace is furnished with armchairs and chairs of the Bellini dining series. The wicker 

furniture integrates perfectly into the garden ambiance and classic ‘tobacco’ shade 

radiates a noble warmth that invites you to linger. The armchairs are combined with 

MBM tables made of FUREMA (Furniture Resysta Material), giving them the visual 

impression of wood, but in fact it is a completely new material that, unlike wood, is 



absolutely suitable for outdoor use. “For us it is particularly important that the 

furniture looks beautiful for a long time. After all, you don't want to spend money on 

new garden furniture every season. An additional advantage that convinced us of 

MBM is the easy care of the furniture," says Isolde Kahl. All materials of MBM 

furniture are specially designed for outdoor use, they are resistant to water and dirt 

and thus guarantee joy for more than one outdoor season.  

 

The hotel balconies are furnished with MBM high-backed chairs, also made of 

FUREMA and blending perfectly with the side table made of the same material. 

"When creating an outdoor area, design is the most important aspect, especially for 

a hotel of our standard". “Comfort may under no circumstances be forgotten. Our 

guests are very happy with our furniture and enjoy every minute in the sun. That's 

exactly what we're hoping for and that's exactly what distinguishes us from other 

hotels.” In the end, a win-win situation for the guest and the hotel. In conclusion the 

furniture specialist's own claim is fulfilled too. 

 
 

 
 
 
  


